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The Nigeria Network of NGOs (NNNGO) has begun the process of improving capacity within the Nigerian 

with the launch of its Nonprofit Self-Assessment Tool (NOPSAT), an e-instrument which was designed to

help evaluate the efficiency of NGOs. 

NNNGO sought to provide Nonprofits with a platform that allows its users to conduct a "health check" on

their organisation based on information provided.  Nonprofits that log onto NOPSAT will be able to carry out

an assessment on their organisations and thus, measure structure, systems, capacities, strengths and

weakness in terms of financing, interaction with donors and beneficiaries as well as compliance to nonprofit

laws and regulatory trends.   

Oyebisi, B. Oluseyi, NNNGO Executive Director said; "We believe that a more
efficient nonprofit with the right governance, financial, programme management
monitoring and reporting framework will reinforce the attainment of agenda 2030
and make the nonprofit sector more accountable. This self-assessment tool will
help nonprofits better understand how to shape their governance and operations
in line with global best practices and in adherence to laws that regulate nonprofit
activities in the country. We have, in this tool, set measurable indicators for
efficiency and growth including goals to hold ourselves accountable as individual
organisations. We know that a sector-wide attainment of these indicators will
lead to stronger, innovative and sustainable third sector".

Organisations can be evaluated based on honest responses to prompts
intended to measure their  governance strategy and structure, human resources
and administration, programme management, monitoring and reporting along
with its financial management and sustainability.

Ultimately, the outcome of the check will provide an opportunity for Nonprofits to
strengthen their organisation, put sustainable systems in place and seek
capacity development where lacking. 

To assess the status of your organisation, do a self-assessment today by
clicking  http://www.nonprofitactioncentre.org/assessment/

   
For further information, please contact,

Chidinma Okpara : chidinma.okpara@nnngo.org

Adeola Odunsi:      adeola.odunsi@nnngo.org

+234906 946 0107
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